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Concept minutes of the informal Plenaire 
vergadering  
of the CSR on 24 August 2022 

  

Present  

 

Tessa Trapp, Esra Weijenberg, Anjali George, Noah Pellikaan, Robin Blom, Renad Mangoud, Job Vermaas, Chiara 

Zuber; 

Absent  Abhijay Jhingur, Mignon Kroon, Janne Vrenken, Maarten Krugers Dagneaux, Carlos van Eck; 

Guest(s) - 

Minutes Abigail Gilchrist (CSR chair 2021-2022). 

 

1. Opening 
Tessa opens the meeting at 11:00h and welcomes the meeting participants.  

2. Mail 
The mails are not read. 

3. Adapting concept minutes 
The concept minutes of the 29th of June 2022 will be set during an upcoming meeting. 

4. Checking the action list 
The action list is checked. See attachments. 

The O&O committee will add the point decentral selection for PPLE on their agenda [action]. 5 

5. Announcements 
There are no announcements. 

Mandates 

- 

2 eligible votes. The quorum is not met. 

6. Updates: DB, committees, delegates, central student assessor 
No questions about the updates. 10 

7. Setting the agenda 
The agenda is set without further changes. 

8. Green commitment 

Tessa asks council members to open the meeting piece. She explains the procedure for the meeting piece 

given it is informing. 

Tessa asks if the meeting piece is clear and if any information is missing, no additions from council members. 

Content and purpose are clear. There are no additions.  15 

Tessa states if there are any discussion points to raise for this, send this to her before Friday at 18:00 

All council members send discussion points on the green commitment message Tessa before Friday (26/08) 

at 18:00 [action]. 
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Tessa explains more information on the meeting piece 

9. CSR Working agreements 
Tessa asks the CSR if all information is clear and if there is any information missing. There are no additions 20 

from council members. 

Tessa asks is the purpose and content clear. She adds that there are two regulations that govern the CSR; the 

working agreements and the HR. HR is legally binding and working agreements are internal regulations that 

council members create and follow. In working agreements, they can add and take things off. HR can be 

changed but for now it legally binding, this can also be changed but this is a different meeting piece. HR has 25 

been updated from last year and the English version is now legally binding 

Tessa asks if the procedure on the working agreements is clear. Tessa will make a document where all council 

members can make comments for changes and discuss this next week. Propose changes/make comments. If 

there are things you want to add that are bigger changes that need to be discussed, this needs to be sent to 

Tessa for the meeting piece. 30 

Chiara adds that she forgot to mention a communication channel alternative; Discord. She mentions this as an 

addition to see what other committees are chatting about. Tessa recommends Robin add this to his 

communication channels meeting piece to evaluate what works best 

Renad asks if they can add a section on diversity and proper working manners on certain sensitive topics. A 

small section of passive aggressive communication, especially dealing with marginalised groups. She suggests 35 

bringing in communication from students who are not necessarily represented in the CSR. 

Tessa mentions this is a discussing point and not informing, recommends discussing this next week and wants 

to ask if people want to add this to the meeting piece. 

Job mentions minutes from last year and asks about holidays. Action point:  

Tessa will find the newest version of the working regulations and upload this for council members to make 40 

comments [action] 

10. Diversity commitment 
Tessa asks if the meeting piece is clear and if there is any information missing. Chiara asks about the trainings 

and if we schedule these ourselves. Does O&O decide to schedule these? Tessa answers the transfer team of 

the old CSR is already scheduling this, these are normally conducted by the CDO team. These are scheduled by 

Olav, there will be two sessions that are mandatory, should begin in September/October. These are organised 45 

by the CDO.  

Chiara asks if there are workshops provided from ourbodiesourvoice or a different organisations. Tessa 

answers for now this is not part of it but this could be added for the whole CSR. The new CSR can look into 

social safety training or other diversity trainings. Chiara adds there were FSR trainings last year. It is possible 

to get and the university would pay for them. Otherwise the CSR can pay for these trainings, Tessa answers 50 

Esra mentions the Let’s Do Diversity report and asks if they are expected to read this before next week. Tessa 

mentions there is not a summary but you can skim through it. Have a look through it and it is more than okay. 

Tessa will look for an updated version of the Let’s Do Diversity Report on Teams [action]. 

Tessa asks if the purpose is clear. Members have no further comments or clarifications. 

Chiara mentions that is is not often the CSR discusses other countries, but maybe should consider referring to 55 

countries in a better way 

Tessa mentions this is nice and should be included as a discussion point for the next PV but since this is only 

informing. 
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Job clarifies that we cannot edit the green commitment, but we can the diversity commitment because we 

wrote it. Tessa answers yes and mentions for bigger topics new meeting pieces should be written on these 60 

topics 

Any additions to the Diversity Agreement should be sent to Tessa by Friday (26/08) 18:00 [action]. 

Renad asks why the CDO officer does not have input on the agreement. Tessa answers they wrote it in 

collaboration with the office but does not come from the CDO team. The file holder back then felt it was 

necessary to create an agreement for the CSR internally to ensure things are respected. This is why the author 65 

wrote and installed this agreement but does not directly come from the CDO team. 

Tessa asks members to please send any additions or in your own meeting piece before Friday 

11. Practicalities of the PR committee 
Esra informs the CSR on the upcoming activites of the PR committee. 

She mentions that next PV there will be a discussion meeting piece on CSR hoodies. Send an email to Esra 

before Friday for additional ideas on merch 70 

There will be a photo shoot at the beginning of September so she asks members to fill in the when2meet to 

select a date. 

Esra asks when it is possible to vote on the budget and Tessa informs it could be the first week in September 

when the council is officially installed. 

Esra adds PR is trying to create a plan for social media and asks members to send ideas to create a plan. 75 

Renad asks if there are any ideas for the photo shoot/themes. Esra answers it is only for the council members 

currently. Group pictures, headshots, etc. but if there are any ideas to send them along. 

Any input/ideas council members have regarding CSR merch and the CSR photo shoot should be sent to Esra 

before Friday (26/08) 18:00 [action]. 

12. W.V.T.T.K. / Any other business 
Hybrid meetings for next week due to NS strikes. Tessa asks how the council feels about this and who would 80 

be affected by the strikes. Robin and Esra are affected by the strikes. Strikes are Friday, Monday and Tuesday.  

Friday is mainly GV and that is the old CSR. Monday is important for the training but possible to look into an 

online option. Discuss with TAQT and possibly listen in. Budget training could also be a possibility.  

Tessa will ask regarding hybrid options for trainings on Monday (29/08) [action].  

Tuesday a hybrid option is possible for PV 85 

13. Input requests for the FSRs / to the media 
There are no input requests for the FSRs or to the media. 

PR will get into contact with the UvA’s social media, discussed further in the DB and PR committee 

14. Evaluating the PV 
The PV is evaluated. 

15. Questions 
Chiara asks about office hours and internal social events. She asks if they wanted to have a lunch together, are 

these events in office hours. Tessa answers this is up for the committee to decide. She mentions she had her 90 

events on the weekend as people are available and it is not work but this is up for council members to decide. 

Chiara also asks about the schedule they received and that it does not show what happens after 17. Tessa will 

ask Olav to send an updated version. The location for the dinner is not decided. 
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Esra asks about selecting a treasurer. She asks when the CSR will be voting on this. Also the trust person(s). 

People will present themselves to the CSR. Tessa proposes they do this in the first PV of the council in 95 

September. Candidates should write a small letter and introduce themselves in the PV, similar to DB elections. 

Council members can think about it. If they want more information can reach out to former treasurer and 

trust person(s). The procedure can be further discussed in DB 

Job asks about the painting of the table. The table was semi-painted yesterday and will be at CREA. The 

specifics are planned but more council members are needed. Tessa suggests they carry it during the DB 100 

meeting to the back to protect the table from rain. Next week the CSR has more time during committee events. 

She suggests discussing it in the DB meeting and making it an agenda point. Discuss making it a part of the 

committee event. In the next PV/group chat, send ideas or can discuss it now. Will be discussed after the 

closing of the meeting.  

Painters will take a picture of the CSR table base and a draft of ideas will be sent. Anyone who wants to add or 105 

input any ideas should send these to Chiara by Friday (26/08) [action]. 

Esra would like to get into contact with FSR PR committee chairs.  

Delegates send FSR PR committee chair contacts to Esra as soon as possible. 

16. Closing the meeting 
Tessa closes the meeting at 12:19. 

 110 

 

Decisions  
220629-01 The CSR 21/22 votes in favor of incorporating all revisions to amend the HR. 
220629-02 The CSR 21/22 votes in favor of discussing with the CvB in the upcoming OV what the 

possibilities for a disability handbook are to create the disability handbook to achieve 115 

more sensitivity for disabled students. 
 

Action list 
220824-01 The O&O committee will add the point decentral selection for PPLE on their agenda. 

220824-02 All council members send discussion points on the green commitment message Tessa before 

Friday (26/08) at 18:00. 120 

220824-03 Tessa will find the newest version of the working regulations and upload this for council 

members to make comments. 

220824-04 Tessa will look for an updated version of the Let’s Do Diversity Report on Teams. 

220824-05 Any additions to the Diversity Agreement should be sent to Tessa by Friday (26/08) 18:00. 

220824-06 Any input/ideas council members have regarding CSR merch and the CSR photo shoot 125 

should be sent to Esra before Friday (26/08) 18:00. 

220824-07 Tessa will ask regarding hybrid options for trainings on Monday (29/08). 

220824-08 Painters will take a picture of the CSR table base and a draft of ideas will be sent. Anyone 

who wants to add or input any ideas should send these to Chiara by Friday (26/08). 

220824-09 Delegates send FSR PR committee chair contacts to Esra as soon as possible. 130 

220629-01 The administrative secretary of the CSR will share the letter of the FSR FGw about the 

democratization of the dean position with the CvB. 

220629-02 Abbey will reach out to Sukrit to inform him that Abbey will transfer the lobby against the 

increase of interest for the student loans to the next CSR. 

 135 

Pro memoria 

140908-04  The DB keeps an eye on late meeting pieces, is strict about nazendingen and being present in 

time. 
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141208-04 The committee chairs notify the PR-committee after their meetings which files that the CSR 

is working on should be raised in the media.  

161017-04 The committee chairs make sure that everyone gives proper feedback in their committees 140 

about the work, steering and soundboard groups, and they make sure the documents are 

saved on Microsoft Teams. Council members archive all their documents on Microsoft Teams. 

161017-05 The committee chairs oversee the diverse division of speakers for the OV. 

170201-04 The DB oversees a proper balance between small and large files in the PV. 

171108-04 The delegates check whether the agendas, minutes and letters of the FSR’s are being 145 

published online. 

190904-01 The DB protects the diversity of the council and supports a just and coherent working 

environment. 

201002-01 All CSR members send their updates before Wednesday 09:00. 

201020-02  A double check on the spelling and grammar should be done for all formal communication. 150 

Committee chairs have the final responsibility in this. 

211007-01 The committee chairs will send the committee agenda + minutes to the CSR on Friday at 17:00 

220113-01 The CSR members will keep the Microsoft Teams environment updated.  

220113-02 CSR members will inform the vice-chair if they are absent during a meeting or event of the 

CSR. 155 

220113-03 Meeting pieces that concern files of other file holders will be sent to the committee chair 

before sending the meeting pieces to be discussed in the PV. 

220307-01 Receipts will be added to the request for budget approvals that are brought to the PV of the 

CSR. 

 160 

Important transfer tips 

220120-01 The new CSR members should be brought in contact with the advisory board as soon as 

possible. 


